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Abstract—This paper presents a novel approach and in-
terface to interactive image segmentation. Our interface uses
sparse and inaccurate boundary cues provided by the user
to produce a multi-layer segmentation of the image. Using
boundary cues allows our interface to utilize a single “bound-
ary brush” to produce a multi-layer segmentation, making it
appealing for devices with touch screen user interface. Our
method utilizes recent advances in clustering to automatically
recover the underlying number of layers without explicitly
requiring the user to specify this input.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interactive image segmentation is an important step in
many image manipulation tools. Traditionally, interactive
tools addressed the problem of figure/ground segmenta-
tion and offered “region-based” interaction. That is, the
user marks inside the foreground and the background
regions (see e.g., [1], [2], [3], [4]). These methods are
quite effective for the binary segmentation problem of
figure/ground separation. However, they are not trivial to
extend to multiple layer segmentation. These extensions
either require the use of multiple “brushes” to mark the
different regions [5], [6], or recursive application of in-
teractive binary segmentation [2]. Both of these interactive
multi-layer segmentation approaches are quite cumbersome
and restrict the user to work on the different layers in a
“one-at-a-time” manner, rather than allow for him/her to
jointly address the separation of all the layers in an image.

A completely different approach to interactive segmenta-
tion is suggested by [7], [8]. Instead of marking regions, the
user delineates all the boundaries of the object, providing
a trimap for the segmentation. This “trimap-based” method
is very straight forward to extend to multiple layer sepa-
ration: the same “brush” is used to draw a trimap around
all the boundaries between the different layers. However,
this extension to multiple layers is also not too practical:
delineation of all the boundaries usually requires too much
effort from the user.

In this work we propose a novel boundary-based ap-
proach for interactive segmentation. Our novel interactive
approach requires the user to mark only sparse and incom-
plete boundary hints from which we are able to produce
a multiple-layer segmentation of the image. Fig. 1 shows
an example of our “boundary-based” interface and the

resulting multi-layer segmentation. Our approach combines
the merits of both region-based and trimap-based methods.
On the one hand, it requires only sparse and crude boundary
cues, much like the scribbles in the “region-based” method.
While on the other hand, it trivially extends to multi layer
segmentation, like the trimap-based approach. Thus we
gain the trivial extendability of trimap interface without
burdening the user with the necessity of tracing all the
boundaries.

Our novel interface can be of special relevance in cases
where the layer-of-interest is better defined via its bound-
aries (rather than via its appearance). Such cases may arise
when trying to segment camouflaged objects or animals.
Our proposed interface is also very intuitive for usage on
touch-screen-based devices: all “touches” are interpreted in
the same manner, as boundary strokes.

A possible extension to the proposed interface may
be to add a second “brush” to indicate “non-boundary”
region. That is, after applying one (or more) “boundary”
scribbles the user wishes to refine the resulting multi-layer
segmentation by indicating a falsely induced boundary. The
second “non-boundary” brush is then applied to add a
spare and crude scribble over the boundary indicating this
boundary as “false”.

The contribution of this paper are:

(i) Novel approach for user interaction: “boundary scrib-
bles” instead of the traditional “region-scribbles”.

(ii) Minimal “overhead” interaction effort: no need to
“switch brushes”, indicate desired number of layers, or
any other auxiliary inputs. During interaction the user
focuses solely on the image without the need for additional
menubars or dialog boxes.

(iii) Our novel approach applicable “as-is” to multi layer
segmentation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. II
provides an overview of our new method for interaction,
the algorithmic challenge it poses and how to utilize novel
clustering approaches to overcome this challenge. Details
specific to our implementation of our interactive method
are given in Sec. III. Sec. IV provides experimental results.
We conclude in Sec. V.
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(a) Input image and
boundary scribbles (red)

(b) Resulting
segmentation

Figure 1. Boundary-driven interactive multi-object segmentation:
(a) The user provides only crude and partial indications to the locations
of boundaries between the relevant objects in an image (red). The user
does not specify how many layers he/she expect to get. (b) The output
of our algorithm correctly segments the image into multiple segments.
Correctly estimating the desired number of layers. Image was taken from
[9].

II. BOUNDARY DRIVEN INTERACTIVE SEGMENTATION

While “region-based” and “trimap-based” interactive
segmentation approaches get the number of layers as an
input (either by the number of different “brushes”, or the
number of separated regions), our “boundary-based” inter-
face does not explicitly get this crucial information from
the user. Moreover, “region-based” and “trimap-based”
approaches have access not only to the number of layers,
but also have good information about the appearance of
the different layers. Therefore, existing interactive segmen-
tation methods builds explicit appearance models for the
different layers (e.g., GMMs, histograms etc.) and uses very
little gradient information only for boundary localization.
That is, layers are separated according to their appearance-
models.

On the other hand, the main challenge our boundary-
based interactive approach faces is correctly inferring the
underlying number of layers given the incomplete boundary
scribbles marked by the user. Since the user provides
only sparse boundary cues it is not straight forward to
identify the different layers. Look, for example, at the image
and user inputs in figure 1: the user provided four cues.
However, there are only three layers: the tree, the squirrel
and the background grass. It is up to our interface to tell
that three of the boundary cues are related to the “tree”
layer while the fourth marks the boundary of the “squirrel”
layer. Inferring which cues are relevant to each of the layers
is equivalent to inferring the underlying number of layers.
Furthermore, without explicit identification of the layers in
the image it is not possible to use appearance based models
for separating the different layers.

Therefore, our novel interface calls for a different ap-
proach in order to cope with this challenges of identifying
the underlying number of layers, associating the sparse
cues with the correct layer boundaries, and the absence
of appearance models for the different layers. Instead of

appearance models, we use affinity model: we no longer
associate pixels to learned appearance models, but rather
use pair-wise affinities between the pixels to group them
together to form the different layers. However, unlike
traditional affinity based image segmentation methods (e.g.,
Ncuts [10]) that uses only positive (attraction) affinities
between the pixels, we add negative affinities (repulsion) as
well. Adding negative affinities allows us to utilize Corre-
lation Clustering (CC) [11]: a more sophisticated clustering
method that automatically recovers the underlying number
of clusters.

Negative affinities in image segmentation come very
naturally from boundary cues: pixels on the same side of
a boundary are likely to be in the same layer (attraction),
while pixels on opposite sides of a boundary are likely to
be in different layers (repulsion). We use this observation to
drive our novel paradigm to interactive multi-layer image
segmentation.

When augmenting the proposed interface with the second
type of “non-boundary” scribbles, all pixels within each
“non-boundary” scribble induce strong attraction among
themselves (i.e., likely to be in the same layer). Adding
these attraction terms across the scribble should cancel out
the repulsion terms that induced the undesired boundary.

Note that our approach is fundamentally different than
the interface alluded to in [12, Fig.6]. Their approach is
based on appearance models derived from “region-cues”.
The “boundary-cues” are only used to improve boundary
localization through a non-submodular formulation.

III. OUR IMPLEMENTATION

This section provides implementation details of our
interactive interface: from boundary cues to multi-layer
segmentation. Note that sparse boundary cues may be
utilized in other different manners to provide multi-layer
segmentation of an image.

A. The Correlation Clustering Functional

To make this work self-contained we provide a brief
description of the CC functional and current methods for
optimizing it.

Let W ∈ Rn×n be an affinity matrix combining attraction
(wij > 0) and repulsion (wij < 0). Any partition of
n points can be written as L ∈ {1, 2, . . .}n. The CC
functional [11] maximizes the intra-cluster attraction. An
optimal partition L maximizes:

ECC (L) =
∑
ij∈E

wij [li = lj ] (1)

Where [·] is the indicator function. That is, the CC func-
tional strives to maximize the attraction within each and
every cluster. Therefore, an optimal partition L, according
to the CC functional, is such that all points within each



cluster strongly attract each other, while points in different
clusters repel each other.

The CC functional has a nice property: it is independent
of the number of clusters k, and in fact it may be used
to compare different partitions with different number of
clusters (see [13, §2.1]). Therefore, the underlying number
of clusters k is recovered by the optimal partition L that
maximizes ECC (L).

Optimizing (1) is NP-hard [11]. Recently [13] showed
an efficient approximation algorithms that can optimize (1)
for large n efficiently.

B. From Cues to Affinities

A single boundary cue provides local information about
one “meaningful” boundary in the image. This boundary is
meaningful in the sense that it separates layers as the user
wishes to define them. We would like to utilize this local
information, propagate it intelligently from the boundary
cue outward and induce pair-wise pixels affinities according
to this local information.

To be more precise, the information a single cue provides
has two parts: (a) All pixels across the cue are dissimilar
and belong to different layers (repulsion). (b) All pixels on
either side of the cue are similar and should belong to the
same layer (attraction). Looking at Fig. 2(a) a boundary
cue (marked red) suggests that all pixels mark dark are
similar to each other, all pixels marked white are similar,
while dark and white pixels are dissimilar. We would like
to propagate this notion of similarity further away from
the cue. That is, to induce similarity further away from the
dark and white pixels. For this end we use semi-supervised
method suggested by [14]: each cue now (softly) partition
the pixels into those similar to its dark side and those
similar to its white side (Fig. 2(b)). Note that other semi-
supervised methods may be used for this end, e.g., [15],
[16].

A layer in the image is characterized by pixels that agree
among themselves on the “sidedness” of each scribble. That
is they are all similar to the same side of each and every
one of the user provided boundary cues. We may associate a
membership vector vi for every pixel i with an entry in the
range [−1, 1] for each cue. Taking the correlation between
the membership vectors of two neighboring pixels indicates
how much they agree or disagree on their “sidedness” for
all the cues. Neighboring pixels with positive correlation
are in agreement and should belong to the same layer,
while neighboring pixels with negative correlation are in
disagreement and should be put into different layers. These
correlations combine information from all the boundary
cues to induce positive (attraction) and negative (repulsion)
affinities between neighboring pixels.

This process of propagating boundary information from
the cues (which is an adaptation of a method of
Stein et al. [17]) is illustrated in Fig. 2.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 3 shows input images and user marked boundary
cues used for computing the affinity matrix alongside our
multi-layer segmentation results. Our approach is able to
optimize over the number of segments k and output a
segmentation with a proper number of segments. Note that
at no point did the user provide the underlying number of
layers, and our method automatically recovered the desired
number of layers.

V. CONCLUSION

This work presents a novel perspective and paradigm
to interactive image segmentation. This paradigm is based
on sparse and inaccurate boundary cues provided by the
user. The proposed interface is minimal in the sense that
it uses only a single “boundary” brush for multi layer
segmentation. Using only a single brush makes it very
easy and efficient to use (no need to switch brushes). It
may also be a very intuitive interface for touch screens
where all touches are interpreted as strokes from the same
brush, without additional effort on switching brushes in the
middle.

Our algorithm uses attraction and repulsion information
induced by the boundary scribbles to partition the image
into multiple layers. Combining attraction and repulsion
information using the Correlation Clustering functional al-
lows our algorithm to automatically recover the underlying
number of layers.
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Figure 2. From boundary scribbles to affinity matrix: (a) A boundary scribble is drawn by the user (red),inducing “figure/ground” regions on
its opposite sides (black and white regions). (b) For each scribble we use the method of [14] to generate a soft segmentation of the image into two
segments: pixel values in the soft segmentation are in the range [−1, 1]. Pixels far away from the scribble are assigned 0 as it is uncertain to what
side they should belong to. Each pixel i is described using a segmentation membership vector vi with an entry corresponding to its assignment at
each soft segmentation (red columns). (c) A non-zero entry wij in the sparse affinity matrix is the correlation between normalized vectors vi and vj
of neighboring pixels: wij = vTi vj/ ‖vi‖ · ‖vj‖. We also add strong repulsion across each scribble.
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boundary cues

Our result Input image and
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Figure 3. Interactive segmentation results. Input image and user boundary cues (left), our result (right). Images were taken from [9].
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